Great Guitar Sound Made Simpler

(NAAPS)—Rock and roll, it seems, really is here to stay. After some 50 years, it appeals to several generations of Americans. Making rock and all kinds of music easier on the ear and the wallet is a new kind of guitar amplifier.

A new public radio program celebrates the contributions of innovators from the steam engine to the search engine. Phoebe Vetta II shows tires vulcanizing in iron molds.

That means instead of having to use multiple expensive and fragile vacuum-tube amplifiers to get different tones from thin lead, to sparkling clean, just one digital modeling amplifier can give you any amp tone you want at any volume. Now anyone can sound like a pro with a garage-band budget.

List amplifiers and the new Variax digital modeling electric, acoustic, and bass instruments from Line 6 are used by such internationally hailed acts as Outkast, U2, Garbage, INXS, and the Scissor Sisters. Not only that, the Vetta II can be heard and seen everywhere in the world.

When Life Gives You Lemons... Incorporate The Many Uses Of Lemons Into Your Day-To-Day Life

(NAAPS)—Out of shampoo? Compost armoring soon and you didn't have time to stop for flowers? A quick solution may be right in your kitchen. Lemons have long been used to add flavor to soft drinks and you have far more uses than most of us realize.

From disinfecting to decorating, lemons are one of the most functional fruits under the sun. Check out the following tips on how to squeeze every drop out of your lemons—yes, you'll be buying them by the bucket!  

Lighten Up Your Living Room
Looking for a great way to breathe some life into your home? Try filling a large glass vase or one of your favorite baskets with a few lemons to add a splash of color to an old room. Lemons stay fresh longer than most fruits and are available at a fraction of the cost. Spray lemon air fresheners and lemon-scented candle will help wake up your senses and make the whole house smell wonderful.

Refresh Your Look
For a healthy glow, try nibbling on a lemon. It's a staple ingredient in soaps, shampoos and perfumes. Now, it's even in toothpaste! Adding some zest to your brushing routine with Crest Whitening Expressions Lemons is a surefire way to improve your smile. But don't stop there—lemon is also great for keeping your nail polish and eyeshadow from smudging.

Try creating your own special lemon salon treatment: combine the juice of two lemons with a pint of distilled water to create a rinse that fights dandruff and leaves you looking and feeling great.

Pamper Your Friends With A D.I.Y. Spa Party

You can create a subdued atmosphere at your D.I.Y. spa party by burning candles and playing soothing sounds.

6. Offer spa-type appetizers that are easy to serve and eat such as sushi, fruit kabobs, imported cheeses and petites fourres.

Serve refreshing and trendy flavored white wines such as Fruta, Richard Blend and Sun-drenched Blend, or explore other flavored wines that contain half the added sugar of traditional table wines.

Adorn each wine glass with a costume jewelry, hooked or wrapped around the stem of each glass, can let your guests take their wine charm home.

Keep a cohesive theme. While bridal and bachelorette parties are tried and true, an irreverent Break-Up Party can also be a blast.

10. If your budget allows, opt to hire in-home spa professionals from www.spa-parties.com, www.homespasessions.com, or www.luxespa.com. D.I.Y. spa parties are a great new way to entertain and pamper those you adore with renovation and spa treatments. Your friends will love it and you can turn your party with fond memories and a beautiful afterglow.